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\ Marcus also uses his boy Lexi to pleasure Margo and Marcus. Lexi is licking up and down Margo's foot, and then he starts sucking on her toes. Margo is getting off on the attention and lets the two men suck on her feet and lick her toes. Margo tells Lexi to take her foot out of the panties, and then Marcus bends her over the side of the couch so Lexi
can feast on Margo's pretty pink pussy. The two men can't get enough of Margo's feet. Marcus is licking her feet clean and Margo is lying in the middle of the floor sucking on Marcus's cock while Lexi licks her tits. Lexi rides Margo's pussy until he is ready to fuck her doggy style. He pulls out and shoots his cum on her stomach. Margo then sits on
Lexi's cock and rides him for a good fucking. When Marcus goes back inside to see Margo. Marcus can't believe that she took the whole load on her stomach, but she tells him it was worth it..Marcus can't believe that she took the whole load on her stomach, but she tells him it was worth it. Marcus also uses his boy Lexi to pleasure Margo and Marcus.
Lexi is licking up and down Margo's foot, and then he starts sucking on her toes. Margo is getting off on the attention and lets the two men suck on her feet and lick her toes. Margo tells Lexi to take her foot out of the panties, and then Marcus bends her over the side of the couch so Lexi can feast on Margo's pretty pink pussy. The two men can't get
enough of Margo's feet. Marcus is licking her feet clean and Margo is lying in the middle of the floor sucking on Marcus's cock while Lexi licks her tits. Lexi rides Margo's pussy until he is ready to fuck her doggy style. He pulls out and shoots his cum on her stomach. Margo then sits on Lexi's cock and rides him for a good fucking. When Marcus
goes back inside to see Margo. Marcus can't believe that she took the whole load on her stomach, but she tells him it was worth it. Tired of your job? Sick of bosses constantly making you sit around and wait for your paycheque to arrive? Well prepare to be the lucky man that gets to worship Marcus's hot boots and sexy feet! InkedA 3e33713323
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